Contractors’ Environmental Sustainability: The Roles of Innovativeness and Market Orientation
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Abstract—This paper aims to conceptualize the influence of certain organisational innovativeness factors and market orientation on environmental sustainability adoption by Malaysian large contractors. The framework developed in this study intends to establish the link between product innovativeness, process innovativeness, and market orientation (as predictors) and environmental sustainability (the criterion variable) using organisational readiness for change theory to underpin these relationships. Although, it is expected that the findings of this study can be used to develop strategies that could improve environmental sustainability adoption among these contractors, this study did not consider other factors that could also explain the environmental sustainability adoption. It is expected that this study’s findings could assist in developing strategies to increase the rate of environmental sustainability adoption among the contractors. Again, it could also be useful for policy makers and other construction industry players.
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1. Introduction

The built environment contributes greatly to human’s daily life, but the processes involved, and the management of construction products adversely impact the environment so much so that the construction industry has been labelled as one of the major contributors to the greenhouse gas emissions. Aside the air, noise and waste pollution generated by construction processes and the existing building stocks, fossil fuels and minerals extraction use crude processes that are capable of changing the land ecological characteristics. While the recognition of the need for environmental sustainability within the construction industry has been around for several years the construction sector is still taking the lead in energy consumption [1]. An approximately 10% of the global energy consumption goes to building materials manufacturing. Construction and demolition contributes about 40% of the solid waste generated in the developed nations, while operation stage of construction products emits almost 40% of the entire global greenhouse gas emissions [2]. With the apprehension associated with non-renewable resource shortage and the ever-increasing cost of energy, it is imperative to regulate the construction industry’s energy consumption.

The environmental sustainability’s role in addressing the complex problems of construction and the environment have become an increasingly pressing challenge, especially in order to restore balance between the natural and the built environment, as both realms are highly interconnected [3]; [4]; [5]. In view of the obvious benefits that are associated with environmental sustainability within the construction industry, and considering the size and importance of the construction industry to economic development of many countries and its immense contribution to environmental damage, construction stakeholders, public governments and their agencies are increasingly integrating the concept into construction project execution to improve the construction industry’s overall performance [6]; [7]. This important concept will also improve the industries’ image, because for a long time, the construction industry pays little or no attention to the continued existence of human communities.

Furthermore, while incorporating the principles of environmental sustainability, the contractors are expected to be innovative to attain societal and clients’ satisfaction, aspirations and needs while also improving their competitive advantage [8]. This will require the industry to develop and implement new ideas that has both practical and commercial benefits [9]. Innovation in
construction is generally believed to include a significant introduction of new processes, products or management approaches, which is expected to increase organisational efficiency [10].

Towards meeting the objectives of this study, the rest of this article is organized as follows: the next section reviews readiness for change theory. Then, the relevant literatures related to environmental sustainability is discussed. Next, product innovativeness, process innovativeness, and market culture are discussed alongside their relationships with environmental sustainability.

2. Conceptualization of Readiness for Change Theory

Readiness for change as conceptualized by Armenakis Harris & Mossholder [11], refers to “cognitive precursor to the behaviours of either resistance to, or support for, a change effort” (p.681). According to Weiner [12], organisational readiness for change is a multifaceted construct which is composed of two dimensions: change commitment and change efficacy. The change commitment is a reflection of organisational employees’ shared belief in their collective capacity to implement the proposed change. Change efficacy, on the other hand, explains employees’ shared belief in the environment to support innovation. Therefore, firms need a better understanding of organisational readiness for change to implement or generate innovations [15].

In the same manner, environmental sustainability is perceived as a change initiative involving all players within construction organisations at every level of the project execution to be willing to change from traditional practices and explore innovative construction concepts, practices, products and ideas that are aligned with the concept of environmental protection [16]. Thus, focusing on readiness for change at organisational level would provide opportunities for future studies that are directed toward collective capacity to implement a change.

3. Environmental Sustainability

The ecological and resource demands that are associated with transforming human societies are quite challenging [17]. Globally, buildings and infrastructural development are important energy consumers, and has also increased pressure on the environment [18]. An approximate 10% of the global energy consumption goes to building materials manufacturing. Construction and demolition contributes about 40% of the solid waste generated in the developed nations, while operation stage of construction products emits almost 40% of the entire global greenhouse gas emissions [2]. With the apprehension associated with resource shortage and the ever-increasing cost of energy, it is imperative for the construction industry to adopt the principles of environmental sustainability in construction. This necessitated the emergence of an international collaborations during the last decade to drive the construction industry towards the path of sustainable development [19]-[20].

Environmental sustainability is aimed at reducing impacts and make the construction activities more sustainable [21], [22]. This concept became important due to construction’s damaging effects, such as various forms of environmental pollution, resource depletion and biodiversity loss on a global scale [23]. And there are several identified issues under environmental sustainability requiring analysis of construction industry’s impacts on the immediate environment to be viewed from “cradle to grave” perspective [23]. The construction industry is expected to create a healthy and non-toxic environment by consuming less renewable and non-renewable materials. In the long run, a construction design that is environmental-friendly is capable of realizing the goals of environmental sustainability as it will encourage a healthy and safe interior atmosphere, energy efficiency, the use of ecological benign materials, as well as attaining eco-conscientious communities [24], [25].

Environmental sustainability in construction also includes natural resource extraction, which contractors and builders have little or no influence upon, but which they can discourage by demanding less finite natural resources, more recycled materials, and waste generated in other manufacturing processes, thus resulting in increased competition to produce more eco-efficient products [23], [25]. Shifting and adapting to reuse in construction is a movement that has gained more recognition from many researchers [26], [27], [28], as this supports the key drivers of environmental sustainability in terms of reducing resource consumption, energy use in transporting materials, thereby reducing pollution and conserves biodiversity.

A review of literature [29], [30], [31], [32] reveals that all construction activities consume large amount of certain constituents of the earth’s non-renewable resources. The usage of these generic resources (energy, water, land and materials) results in changes to ecological structure of the biosphere [33]. The construction industry requires extractions and consumption from the earth’s resources in order to continually preserve the built environment. And these consumptions, according to Sev, [34], include the energy needed to maintain the existing
stock (operational energy consumption), which is far greater than their embodied energy. It is for this reason that the construction firms need to consider resource management as a vital management tool to attain the three R’s of reduction, reuse and recycling of the non-renewable resources (Figure 1).
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**Figure 1.** Strategies for achieving Environmental Sustainability in Construction. (Adapted from Ref. [34])

4. **Product Innovativeness and Environmental Sustainability**

Product innovativeness is a distinct phenomenon that contributes to organisational growth and competitiveness [35]. And it is becoming almost impossible for firms nowadays to ignore innovativeness in production considering the outpouring of its importance and the rate at which companies rely on them for competitive advantage [36].

Thus, product innovativeness is pursued in response to customers’ demand for new products or executives’ desire to penetrate new markets. According to Wang and Ahmed, Hilmi, Ramaya, Mustapha and Pawanchik, and Akgun, Keskin, Byrne and Aren [37], [38], [39], as quoted in Kamaruddeen et al., [40], product innovativeness refers to the uniqueness of new products that is being introduced to the clients in an appropriate period. Product innovativeness is important for several reasons. Aside the fact that it presents a great opportunities for firms in terms of growth and expansion into new areas, substantial product innovations is known to establish firm’s competitive dominant positions, while giving newcomer firms a strong leverage within the industry [41]. Earlier studies [42], [43] suggested that more innovative products require additional firm resources and a novel approach to be successful. Product innovativeness also implies capacity of the firm to deliver new products using technology to supersede competitors in offering and other products introduced by the firm.

The green innovation literature has demonstrated that the market performance of new products that incorporates green dimension is gradually improving lately by assuming higher demands, thereby phasing-out the non-green alternatives and the environmentally unfriendly products. According to Kam-Sing Wong, [44], the successes recorded by incorporating green into new product was measured using product’s perceived environmental performance, firms’ economic prosperity, and consumers’ subjective assessment. And it was revealed that green innovative products are well justified by its capacity to meet both consumer and corporate environmental requirements. However, it is important to detail out the level at which product innovativeness within the construction industry can improve environmental protection, and push the construction stakeholders to concentrate more on different innovativeness dimensions that are needed to be implemented in construction projects lifecycle [45]. While contractors are known to develop a number of innovativeness subject to their specialized areas, other professionals within built environment also needs to strive to develop technologies that not only capitalize on higher profitability and cost efficiency, but also to reduce construction impacts on the environment [46].

Innovative construction products must be responsive to customer choices, be flexible in construction type that is adaptable to users’ changing needs, uses reduced materials and lesser energy during material transportation and actual on-site construction, including functionality of construction components [47]. Thus, following Kamaruddeen et al., [40], this study defines product innovativeness as Malaysian contractor’s readiness and capability to introduce innovative construction products or materials to the market, or adopt same within a reasonable timely fashion.

Consistent with the foregoing empirical evidence and theoretical perspective, it is expected that product innovativeness may improve the adoption of environmental sustainability among Malaysian contractors.

5. **Process Innovativeness and Environmental Sustainability**

Process innovativeness refers to the innovation in the production mode. While new products development are often regarded as innovation cutting edge within the marketplace, process innovativeness also plays a very important and strategic role by its ability to make products (technological or management related) no one else can, or fashion it in such a way that it is seen better than any other one [48]. And this portends a powerful source of advantage for firms [49]. Within construction, process innovativeness is characterized by innovations that occur leading to the sequence of operations to achieve an outcome or end-product, even though, there is no requirement for the process innovation to affect the nature of the end product. Process innovativeness, being an “optimization and getting the bugs out of the system”, empowers firms by reducing operational costs, and its adoption is assumed to be determined by certain
environmental and organisational factors [35]. Thus, process innovativeness is important within construction, being an industry with certain peculiarities. And considering the fact that construction is an industry driven by single and unique projects [50], it is expected that the construction firms consider the uniqueness of each project and deploys techniques within the context of client’s requirement and demands. Therefore, each construction project requires a better understanding of the different forms of process innovativeness attributes existing within its context [51].

Within the construction industry, process innovativeness involves procedures like lean thinking and agile production [52]. These processes allow firms to meet the market objectives in different perspectives, and also requires them to better understand customers’ needs, minimize waste, and reduce defects during the production process [53]. Innovative construction processes have also been noted to reduce the environmental burden of construction projects. And construction that exhibit such processes is always known for value creation which stimulates higher profitability and market share, enhanced stakeholder value, better organizational image and improved environmental sustainability performance [54], [55]. However, this will require the construction firms to change their technologies and better understand the fundamentals of environmental sustainability in building construction [56], [57]. In this study, process innovativeness refers to the readiness and capability of Malaysian contractors to implement innovative construction processes in order to gain more competitive advantage within the industry. It is anticipated that a causal relationship might exist between process innovativeness and environmental sustainability. Therefore, we hypothesize that process innovativeness will improve contractor’s environmental sustainability adoption.

6. Market Orientation and Environmental Sustainability

In market-orientation culture, implementation of marketing procedures that prioritizes customer satisfaction more than competitor’s ability to do same is stressed. Thus, firms with this cultural alignment believe that customer satisfaction is the most effective way to achieve firms’ objectives [58]. Research has however suggested that clients are beginning to demand for environmentally sustainable and eco-friendly products and services [59], [60]. This demand, according to Doonan, Lanoie and Laplante [61], is one of the most important factors driving environmental sustainability adoption, and market oriented firms are always striving to provide products that are environmentally friendly [62]. However, to sustain this cultural dimension, firms are required to develop efficient information systems about customers and competitors, because customer’s satisfaction and expectation is a continuous phenomenon that evolves over time, and consistently delivering quality products and services requires consistent observation and response to the changes and needs in the marketplace [63]. Again, market oriented firms promote market penetration with innovative products and services over old and unsustainable practices. And, such organisation assesses market demands and the policies performance on a regular basis, yielding constant and improved environmental sustainability [8], [64]. Therefore, we posit that market oriented firms is a prerequisite and a contributor to environmental sustainability performance in firms.

Based on the theoretical stance discussed above, the conceptual model for the present study is depicted in Figure 2. As shown in the Figure, environmental sustainability is the criterion variable while product innovativeness, process innovativeness and market orientation are the predictors.
7. Conclusion

The major contribution of this study is to conceptualize the influence of organisational innovativeness factors and market orientation culture on environmental sustainability adoption by Malaysian large contractors. It was argued that these factors can be given more considerations by Malaysian Construction Industry to determine the level of compliance with the environmental regulations of the Malaysian government. By implication, if these innovativeness factors and market orientation culture are given more considerations, the contractors will be more willing to adopt environmental sustainability. The findings of this study can be used to develop strategies to increase the rate of environmental sustainability adoption among the contractors.

The identified limitations of this study are as follows: first, although this study considered organisational innovativeness factors that have been found to influence the adoption environmental sustainability in construction organisations, it did not consider other possible organisational innovativeness dimensions (e.g. business innovativeness and new technology) that could also influence environmental sustainability adoption. Second, the study focused only on large contractors. Although, these companies have been observed to be more capable to adopt environmental sustainability than other construction SMEs who are constrained due to their size and resource inadequacy [65], [66], [67], and [68]. Other previous studies have revealed that larger contractors are oftentimes compelled by government regulatory requirements to heed to sustainability considerations. However, environmental sustainability adoption goes beyond firm size. It is, to a large extent, a function of the perceived inherent economic benefits [69].
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